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RECOGNITION OF TONE SERIES 

THE INFLUENCE OF METRIC ACCENT TO SUPPORT TONAL STRUCTURE 

Boasson, Arja M.W. and Croonen, W.L.M. 

Abstract 

Two experiments investigated the role of metric accents with regard to melody recognition. In the first 

experiment, it was tested whether metre could strengthen the tonal structure by accenting the tonic triad 

tones that were located on the first, third, fifth and seventh, or on the first, fourth and seventh note of 

the melody. In the second experiment it was tested whether durational accentuation had the same effect 

on melody recognition as accentuation by intensity, as used in the first experiment. It was found that to

nal structure is not enhanced by accentuation of tones of the tonic triad. For both experiments there was 

an improvement of melody recognition when the tone series were bipartitely accented. 

lntroduction 

For music perception it is very important that a melody can be recognized. Music is a 

sequence of events which are related to each other. Only when it can be heard that 

melodies are the same, is it possible to recognize a repetition of a melody in a piece 

of music. The same principle holds for hannonic progressions. In music theory a har

monie progression consists of triads in a particular succession. Only when it can be 

heard that the triads are ordered in a special way, can a hannonic progression be re-
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cognized. 

An intriguing question is what makes a melody recognizable and what makes it recal

led well. Not every melody can be recalled as easily. 

Francès (1958) and Deutsch (1960) investigated music recognition and the factors 

which influenced recognition. The role of contour (changes in direction of the inter

vals of the melody) was also investigated. A simple contour is that of a melody that 

only consists of ascending inteivals or decending inteivals. Still very simple is the 

contour of a melody that changes its direction just once. The gr-eater the number of 

changes in direction the more complex the contour will be (Dowling and Fujitani, 

1971 and Edworthy, 1983). 

Another important issue for melody recognition is the tonal structure of the melody, 

i.e. the harmonie relation of the pitches. In music theory tones have a hierarchical or

der. The most simple order of a harmonie progression is a succession of triads on the 

first, the fifth and the first step of the scale (1-V-n. The influence of tonal structure on 

melody recognition was investigated by Cuddy, (1977 and 1979), Cuddy, Cohen and 

Mewhort, (1981), Deutsch, (1980) and Croonen, (1992 and 1993). Other factors 

which play a role in melody recognition are the length of the melody (Dowling, 

1991), interval information (Dowling and Fujitani, 1970) and rhythm (Dowling, 

1973; Handel, 1973 and 1974; Handel and Todd, 1981 and Sloboda, 1985). Croonen 

and Kop (1989) investigated whether for untrained subjects, a simple contour (a small 

number of changes in melodie direction) was easier to recall than a complex contour 

(many changes in melodie direction). Croonen and Kop (1989) carried out two experi

ments to test the conclusion of Barlett and Dowling (1980), who stated that the key of 

a tone series strongly influences recognition of tone series for short retention intervals, 

that the influence decreases with increasing retention time, and that the importance of 
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the melodie interval information increases during the retention interval. The aim of 

the experiments was to test if some parameters of tone sequences play a role in recog

nition after shorter or Jonger time periods. Although some experiments report an in

fluence of the similarity of the key and contour with short retention times (Dowling, 

1978 and Barlett and Dowling, 1980), such influence was not found. The number of 

directional changes did not influence the retention of the melody. The results show 

that the accuracy of the extracted interval information is not stable during the reten

tion interval. Croonen and Kop (1989) concluded that it was not the dimension tonali

ty or atonality which was important for melody recognition, but rather the tonal clari

ty, this is the degree to which a chord sequence establishes a particular key. It could 

be that this characteristic is even more important for melody recognition than changes 

of directional contour. 

Croonen (1992) tested to what degree recognition of tone series is dependent on 

length, tonal structure and contour complexity. Tone series of 7 or 10 stimuli were 

presented. The subjects had to compare pairs of tone series and judge whether they 

were the same or different. Standard series were compared with a correctly transposed 

series (all the tones were raised or lowered with the same amount of semitones) or an 

incorrect transposed series (one tone was not correctly transposed, but the contour re

mained the same) called an imitation. The results show 1 an improvement in recogni

tion if tone series with a clear tonal structure were used, ia better recognition forse

ven-tone series than for ten-tone series and J. contour complexity did not influence the 

responses. The degree of tonal structure was a more significant factor than length. It 

was concluded that the degree of tonal structure is a main determinant for recognition 

of tone series. 

Croonen (1993) carried out an experiment in which he tested whether two different 

ways of compiling tonally strong tone series are comparable in the sense that these se-
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ries are equally well recognized. He also tested whether tone series presented in the 

phrygian mode are les_s well recognized then series presented in the ionian mode. To

nal strength is a very important determinant for recognition of tone series. 

The aim of the present study is to investigate whether metre consolidates the tonal 

structure and, consequently, improves recognition of tone series. In music, time is 

subdivided into units by meter and rhythm mainly. Metre gives a division of time in 

equal parts (Lürsen, 1964). Metric accents are mostly marked by a small raise of in

tensity, sometimes combined with lengthening of the tone duration of the accented 

note. Rhythm can be thought of as an ordening of movement. Rhythm can divide time 

into unequal parts of duration and in this way cause movement. As a result of rhyth

rnic division of time, there are rhythmic accents (arsis and thesis). These rhythrnic ac

cents do not have to occur at the same place as the metric accents. 

A review of rhythmic investigation 

Rhythm starts with grouping caused by regular altemation of a movement. The begin

ning of every group is marked by accentuation. Restle (1970) stated that if students 

leam sequences with a particular pattem, they divide these sequences into subsequen

ces. Each subsequence has the property that it can be generated unambiguously by 

simple rules. Pruts, or their generating rule systems, can be the elements of higher or

der rule systems. Tuis reproduces the "recursive E-I theory". One part is generated 

from another by transitions. By applying such transitions as compound functions, 

structural trees can be generated, which give a particularly simple account of certain 

regular patterns. Restle (1970) showed with experiments that the difficulty of learning 

a transition within such a pattern depends on its position within the tree. 
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Dowling (1973) tested memory for brief melodie phrases, using a short-term recogni

tion-memory paradigm. Sequences of twenty tones (called the "list") were rhythmical

ly grouped into four phrases of five tones each. These short phrases were best recogni

zable when the components of one phrase were presented in the same segment. The 

results support the position that rhythmic grouping of input determines subjective 

chunking and memory storage and in this way facilitates recogniton of melodies. 

Handel (1973) investigated the effect of tempora! grouping on the identification of re

peating auditory pattems segmented by tempora! pauses. Pattems compatibly segmen

tated produced excellent identification. Incompatible segmentation produced poor 

identification. The subjects usually used the longest run of identical elements as an 

anchor, learning the remainder of the pattem element by element Periodic tempora! 

segmentation yielded pattem perception based on the structure of the tempora! grou

ping, rather than on the structure of the pattem elements. 

Deutsch (1980) investigated the recognition of melodies which had a hierarchical 

structure. It was found that melodies whose tonal structure could be parsimoniously 

encoded in hierarchical fashion were easier to recognize. The results provided eviden

ce for the hypo thesis that ton al materials are encoded by inf erring sequence structures 

and alphabets at different hierarchical levels, together with their rules of combination. 

Handel and Todd (1981) tested segmentation of sequentia! pattems by grouping ele

ments that seemed to go together. They used three conditions A by pattem recognition 

. on a bongodrum, ]2 by marking slash marks between elements of a spatial array and & 

by vocal identification of the pattem af ter auditory presentation. They found that there 

are some genera! principles, hierachy and similarity, that apply to all cognitive do-
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mains. But the way these principles work depends on the context. 

Povel (1981) takes thé view of Fraisse (1956) that people who tapped tempora! pat

tems consisting of 2-6 taps basically used two durations, called a long duration and a 

short duration. Povel (1981) studied the way subjects repeated simple tempora! pat

tems. He concluded from the mistakes made by the subjects that trained and untrained 

subjects map tempora! sequences onto an interval structure. The way it was revealed 

was made clear by studying which pattems are correctly and which are incorrectly re

produced. Por the perception of tempora! sequences, Povel (1981) proposed a "beat

based" model. Tuis model states that the first step in the processing of a tempora} se

quence consists of a segmentation of the sequence into equal intervals bordered by 

events. Tuis interval was called the "beat interval". lntervals smaller than the beat in

terval are expressed as a subdivision of the beat interval in which they occur. Tuis 

partially hierarchical model shows why the number of tempora! pattems that can be 

correctly conceptualized is limited. 

Povel and Essens (1985) proposed in their theory to generate an intemal clock, while 

listening toa tempora! pattem. It is assumed that if a clock is induced in the perceiver, 

it will be used as a measuring device to specify the tempora! structure of the pattem. 

Sloboda (1985) wrote that rhythm is not only an organizing principle like tonality, but 

both systems are mutually interactive. Thus in much tonal music, knowledge of the 

tonal structure can help to determine the rhythmic structure and vice versa. He indica

ted that in much music the important notes are located on the main beats, and that the 

notes that are less important, such as subsidiary or passing notes, are located in other 

positions. 
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Boltz (1993) discusses the predictability of the tempora! expectancies. She wanted to 

investigate expectancies in the context of a melody recognition task, and consider 

how the tempora! structure of a melody and its joint relationship with melodie structu

re may give rise to temporally based expectancies. She found that the attentional high

lighting of phrase ending points is particularly important, because they anchor a melo

dy to the underlaying tonality scheme. 

Drake, Dowling and Palmer (1991) combine metric accents with melodie accents and 

accents of rhythmic grouping. It appeared that melodies were perceived best if all the 

accent structures coincided. By synchronie accentuation less disadvantageous conse

quences were found in melody recognition when the metric accent was shifted. Drake 

et al. (1991), ascribe this to the relatively superficial phenomenon of the intensity ac

cent (like metric accents). 

Although many investigations of melody recognition produced very important data, 

no investigation of the relation of metre and tonality was found. Sloboda (1985) re

ported that rhythm is an important factor in melody recognition and that it is interacti

ve with tonality, but he did not support this supposition with data. Before studying the 

role of rhythm, the role of metre should be investigated. 

Experiment I 

In this experiment it was investigated whether metric accents affect melody recogni

tion. The tones of a triad on the tonic (most important tone, tone center of a key) are 

very important for the structure of the melody, they serve as keystones of the melody. 

The question arose if accentuation of these tones could help to make recognition of 
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the melody easier. The experimental question was if by confinnation of the tonic by 

placing metric accents on the tones of the tonic triad, the melody was easier to recog

nize, or by not accentuating them, the melody was less recognizable. 

Subjects 

Twenty two subjects, 9 male and 13 female, participated in this experiment. Their 

age was varying from 21 to 53 years old. Eleven subjects were trained, they were pro

fessional musicians and 11 subjects were untrained and did not play an instrument. 

Apparatus 

Sine waves were generated by a Micro Vax Il computer, DSC200 D/A converter, 

sampled at 10 kHz and filtered with a lowpass filter at 4.8 kHz. These sinusoïds were 

stored in a file. The tone series were presented at a comfortable listening level by way 

of TDH-49p headphones in an anechoic room. 

Stimuli 

The generated sine tones had an envelope with rise and fall times of 10 ms. Twenty

four standard series were generated, consisting of 7 tones. From these tone series 

twenty-four series with a correct transposition were made from the standard series by 

raising or lowering the pitch by a number of semitones. Toen twenty-four series were 

made from the standard series, with incorrect transpositions (one tone was incorrectly 

transposed but the contour remained the same). The standard series were presented 

paired with either a correct transposition or with an incorrect transposition (imitation). 
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These pairs were accented in two different ways, one pair with an accent on the first 

of every two notes, one pair with an accent on the first of every three notes. The ac

cents had an amplification of 11 dB. The tone series were constructed in such a way 

that the notes of the tonic triad were the first of every two notes, or the first of cvcry 

three notes, so in one case the accents coincided with the triad tones, and in the other 

case they did not. The accents never occurred at the place of an incorrect transposed 

note. The tone series were presented at random. 

Procedure 

By means of a short description of the experiment, the subjects were instructed that 

they were to hear pairs of tone series either with the standard series played higher or 

lower than the first, or that beside this transposition there was one incorrect note, and 

that they had to push the button "same" when the comparison was a correct transposi

tion, and push the button "not same" when the comparison was incorrectly transposed. 

Toen the experiment could take place in an anechoic room. They first had to do an 

exercise with 6 trials of 3 well known melodies, èach melody had a correct transposi

tion and an incorrect one. When it was obvious that they understood this task well, the 

experiment was started. There were two blocks of 72 trials. Between those blocks the

re was a short pause. 

Results 

To analyse the data, signal detection theory (Green and Swets, 1966 and Swets, 
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1973) was used. The answers were transformed into proportions of "hits" (correct re

cognition of a transposition) and "false alarms" ( incorrect recognition of an imita-

tion). From these proportions, sensitivity d-prime (d') and bias (P) were calculated. A 

d' > 1.00 is considered as a discrimination criterion (Green and Swets, 1966). Table I 

shows that for trained subjects all d' values are far above 1.00, but that d' values see

med to be much higher for series with accentuation in double time than for series 

with accentuation in triple time. 

Table I 

Group averages of the d-primes 

Trained subjects d' p 

T2M2 (triad tone in 2/meter in 2) 2.06 0.74 -0.13 0,40 

T3M2 (triad tone in 3/meter in 2) 1.99 0.72 -0.17 0.25 

T2M3 (triad tone in 2/meter in 3) 1.57 0.46 -0.27 0.38 

T3M3 (triad tone in 3/meter in 3) 1.71 0.74 -0.35 0.58 

Untrained subjects d' p 

T2M2 (triad tone in 2/meter in 2) 1.65 1.06 -0.03 0.45 

T3M2 (triad tone in 3/meter in 2) 1.26 1.02 -0.15 0.45 

T2M3 (triad tone in 2/meter in 3) 0.85 0.97 -0.15 0.53 

T3M3 (triad tone in 3/meter in 3) 0.91 1.14 -0.21 0.29 
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Fig. 1 shows the percentage of incorrect answers of trained subjects 

for T2M2 (triadtone in 2/meter in 2), T3M2 (triadtone in 3/meter in 2), 

T2M3 (triadtone in 2/meter in 3) and T3M3 (triadtone in 3/meter in 3). 

From the results it can be seen that there is a clear difference between trained subjects 

and untrained subjects. Trained subjects scored above threshold level, while untrained 

scored below. Further, it is evident from the results that tone series with an accentua

tion of every first note of a group of 2 notes were better recognized than series with an 

accent every first note of a group of 3 notes. Figures 1 and 2 show the average percen

tage of mistakes made in accentuation in 2 and in 3 for trained and untrained sub

jects, respectively. It can be seen that they made less mistakes with a bipartite accen

tuation. 
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Fig. 2 shows the percentage of incorrect answers of untrained subjects 

for T2M2 (triadtone in 2/meter in 2), T3M2 (triadtone in 3/meter in 2), 

T2M3 (triadtone in 2/meter in 3) and T3M3 (triadtone in 3/meter in 3). 

In figures 1 and 2 it can be seen that the percentage of incorrect answers was higher 

for accentuation in 3 than for accentuation in 2. By comparing fig. 1 and fig. 2 it can 

be seen that trained subjects scored better. 

The proportions of "hits" and "false alarrns" were converted to estimate the "area un

der the MOC curve" (McNicol, 1971), and normalized by means of an are sine trans

formation. On the nonnalized scores an ANOV A was performed with the factors: trai-
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ning (2 levels, trained and untrained), meter (2 levels, in 2 and in 3) and place of the 

tonic triad tones (every 2 or every 3). From the ANOVA it appears that there was a 

significant main effect for training F1,20 = 5.42 p < 0.05 and for meter F1,20 = 9.21 p < 

0.01. 

Discussion 

The following conclusions can be drawn. Firstly the results show that factors other 

than grouping alone play a role in music cognition. In tone series where the intensity 

accents were bipartited, grouping seemed to have a favourable effect. In tone series 

where intensity accents were tripartited such an effect was not found. It seems that to

nic triad tones are not the only determinants for key and structure of the melody. Me

tric division into two appears to give a better recognition than metric division into 

three, in spite of the tonic triad tone. Boltz (1993) describes how important it is to put 

tones of a tonic triad at the end of a phrase. All the tone series used in the experiment 

satisfy this demand. Both in T2M2 and in T3M2 there are accents every 2 tones, but 

in T2M3 and in T3M3 there are accents every 3 tones. 

Experiment Il 

In this experiment it was tested whether the preference for binarity also occurred if ac

centuation was not done by an increase of intensity, but by an increase in duration. 

The second experiment was set up in the same way as the first experiment, it only dif

fered in the way that the accented note of a group (2 or 3) was 30 ms longer than the 

unaccented notes and there was no intensity difference between the notes. 
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Subjects 

Sixteen subjects, 6 male and 10 female, participated in this experiment. Their age va

ried from 21 to 53 years old. Eight subjects were trained, they were professional musi

cians and 8 subjects were untrained and most of them did not play an instrument. 

Apparatus 

The apparatus was the same as in experiment 1. 

Stimuli 

The stimuli were the same as in experiment I, the only difference was that there was 

no amplification for the accented tones, but the unaccented notes were shortened by 

30ms. 

Procedure 

The procedure was the same as in experiment I, the only difference was that now the

re was only one block of 96 trials (48 with bipartited accentuation, and 48 with tripar

tited accentuation). 

Results 

To analyse the data of this second experiment, signa! detection theory (Green and 

Swets, 1966 and Swets, 1973) was used. The answers were transformed into the pro-
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portions of "hits" (correct recognition of a transposition) and "false alanns" ( incorrect 

recognition of an imitation). From these proportions, sensitivity d-prime (d') and bias 

(P) were calculated. A d' > 1.00 is considered as a discrimination criterion (Green and 

Swets, 1966). Table Il shows that for trained subjects all d' values are far above 1.00, 

but that d' values seemed again to be much higher for series with accentuation in dou

ble time than for series with accentuation in triple time. 

Table Il 

Group averages of the d-primes 

Trained subjects 

bipartited tone series 

tripartited tone series 

Untrained subjects 

bipartited 

tripartited 

d' cr p cr 

1.99 0.77 -0.03 0.45 

1. 79 0.80 -0.10 0.39 

d' 

1.43 

0.92 

CJ p 

0.63 -0.06 

0.79 -0.27 

0.21 

0.26 

From the results it can be seen that there is a clear difference between trained subjects 

and untrained subjects. Trained subjects scored above threshold level, while untrained 
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scored below. Further, it is evident from the results that tone series with an accentua

tion of every first of a group of 2 notes were better recognized than series with an ac

cent every first note of a group of 3 notes. Figures 1 and 2 show the average percenta

ge of mistakes made in accentuation in 2 and in 3 for trained and untrained subjects, 

respectively. It can be seen that they made less mistakes with a bipartite accentuation. 

20 
18 
16 

4 
2 
0 

BIP ARlITED TRIPAR1ITED 
--> ACCENTUA TION 

Fig. 3 shows the percentage of incorrect answers of trained subjects 

for bipartited accentuation and for tripartited accentuation. 
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Fig. 4 shows the percentage of incorrect answers of untrained subjects 

for bipartited accentuation and for tripartited accentuation. 

In figures 3 and 4 it can be seen that the percentage of incorrect answers was higher 

for accentuation in 3 than for accentuation in 2. By comparing fig. 3 and fig. 4 it can 

be seen that trained subjects scored better. 

The proportions of "hits" and "false alarrns" were converted to estimate the "area un

der the MOC curve" (McNicol, 1971), and normalized by means of an are sine trans

formation. On the normalized scores an ANOV A was performed with the factors: trai

ning (2 levels, trained and untrained) and meter (2 levels, in 2 and in 3). From the 

ANOV A it appears that there was no significant main effect for the training F1,14 = 

4.50 p > 0.05. For the meter there was a significant main effect F1,14= 13.06 p < 0.01. 
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Discussion 

In the second experiment it was tested whether tone series bipartited by duration ac

cents were better recognized than tone series tripartited by duration accents. The para

meter tonal structure was omitted and the results of bipartited tone series which had 

accents on the tonic triad tones and those which had accents on the other tones were 

put together. The same was done for the tripartited tone series. Bipartited tone series 

were generally better recognized than tripartited tone series. 

Genera! discussion 

The results of the present experiments show that tone series with bipartited accentu

ation are far better recognized than tone series with tripartited accentuation. Compa

ring the results of experiment I and II it can be seen that the results are in line. For the 

untrained subjects a better score is found for bipartited tone series, and the d-primes 

do not differ very much. The trained subjects scored not as good in test II for biparti

ted tone series, but there is still a difference between bipartited and tripartited tone se

ries. This suggests that preference for bipartited tone series does not depend on the ac

cent structure metric or rhythmic grouping (intensity accent or duration accent). 

Table m shows the comparison of the group averages of bipartited tone series and tri

partited tone series of test I and test Il. 
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Trained subjects 

bipartited tone series 

tripartited tone series 

Untrained subjects 

bipartited tone series 

tripartited tone series 

Table 111 

Testl 

2.03 

1.64 

1.46 

0.88 

Test Il 

1.99 

1.79 

1.46 

0.92 

Conceivable binarity is more predictable, dynamic and tempora} pattem similarity and 

simplicity (Jones, 1987) are apparently more salient in bipartited tone series. If the ac

cent in a series of 7 tones repeats every three tones, then there is besides the beginning 

tone and the ending tone just one accented tone, but with an accent every two tones, 

there are two accented tones besides the beginning tone and the ending tóne. More in

vestigation is needed to conclude whether the number of accented tones plays a role. 

Bolton (1894) and Fraisse (1956) reported that there is some preference for bipartite

ty. Bolton (1894) described that bipartitety "is more natura!". He tested 30 subjects to 

investigate how they grouped stimuli that were the sarile. The subjects were to hear a 

series of clicks of the same duration and the same intensity. It appeared that most 

subjects preferred a division into two or four. Bolton (1894) ascribed this preference 

to long association in early childhood, with such rhythms imprinted on the mind so 
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firmly that they became a mental habit1• 

Fraisse (1956) suggested that if a subject observes a sequence of clicks which have 

the same duration, these stimuli are perceived as consisting of groups after a while. 

Grouping in groups of 2 and 4 appeared the most simple, and groups in three the most 

complex. 

Handel (1989) wrote that it seems most "natura!" to group elements into groups of 

two, three or four and that it was more difficult to group into fives or sevens. He did 

not pref er a grouping into two or four to a grouping into three. He stated that elements 

of the same acoustic quality (like frequency, intensity or timbre) are placed in one 

group; elements in close temporal proximity are placed in one group; and elements 

that form progressions, altemations, or Western tonal cadence are placed in one 

group. 

Povel and Essens (1985) found that for the same pattem, different intemal clocks 

could be induced. In their experiment they chose a division into three or four accor

ding to the efficiency of coding. When the division into three or four was equally ef

ficient, the answers were divided equally between three and four. Povel and Essens 

(1985) constructed twelve-element sequences and accompanied each sequence with a 

drum tap that occurred every three time elements or every four time elements. Liste

ners were unable to recognize that the two sequences were identical when played in 

different meters. 

In experiments I and Il it appeared that the triad tones were not efficiently divided. 

Steedman (1977) concluded that the metric structure of a melody is determined by the 

early accents in a melody, the later ones cannot upset the determined structure. He in 

1 A lot of subjects told him thal in childhood they had a tendency to group the puffs of the locomotive. 
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troduced the principle of consequence, which states that inconsequences don not take 

place before key or metre are consolidated, because only after consolidation can there 

be a question of inconsequences. 

Secondly if the accents in these tone series were be considered as melodie ones, the 

following remarks could be made. In contrast to Drake, Dowling and Palmer (1991), 

who found that if the attention is drawn to the same point by different accent structu

res, there is a better segmentation and reproduction is better. In experiments I and II it 

appeared that in the tone series where a lot of mistakes were made, the melodie ac

cents of ten coincided with the metric accents. In tone series where a few mistakes we

re made, the melodie accents of ten did not coincide with the metric accents. Obvious

ly coincidence of different accents is not the main factor for melody recognition. In 

addition, the research confirms the statement of Drake, Dowling and Palmer (1991) 

that the intensity accent is a f airly superficial phenomenon. 

Thirdly it seems that tone series with a strong harmonie structure corresponding to 

music theoretica! criteria for harmonie progressions were easier to recognize than tone 

series with less strong harmonie progressions. Apparently the harmonie progression 

plays a more important role than offering a lot of tonic triad notes and emphasizing 

them. Tuis is in line with the investigation of Cuddy, Cohen and Mewhort (1981). 

From this investigation the conclusion can be drawn that tones of the tonic triad are 

less important to confirm the key than harmonie progressions, and therefore contribu

te less to the structure of the melody. By focusing the attention too much at different 

points simultaneously, segmentation is worse and the reproductions are less good. Jo

nes (1987) concluded that if the metric hierarchy coincides with the melodie rhythmic 

analysis, this will strengthen the demarcation level of the joint accent structure. 
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Suggestions for further experiments 

A similar experiment to the one described could be carried out with longer tone series 

to show whether the quantity of accents plays a role for tone series in double time. 

Another experiment could be carried out with accentuation of harmonie progression 

instead of metric accents. 
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Appendices I show the tone series used in the experiments. 
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Appendix Il shows the average group d-primes for the tone series without accents (ex

periment 1). 

Table IV 

Group averages of the d-primes 

Trained subjects 

bipartited triad tones 

tripartited triad tones 

Untrained subjects 

bipartited triad tones 

tripartited triad tones 

31 

d' (J (J 

1.69 0.83 -0.12 0.23 

1.68 0.86 -0.15 0.20 

d' cr ~ cr 

0.74 0.84 -0.12 

1.05 0.81 -0.15 

0.23 

0.29 




